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Introduction

In this assignment you will study torque control of Permanent Magnet Synchronous Machines, and
develop your own additional field weakening algorithm. The field weakening algorithm is needed
to limit the voltage requirement at high speeds. The general approach is described in the text
book.

1. Vector control. Just like with the DC Machine, you have to master the current control to
be able to control the speed of a PMSM. But the current control has to be made in all three
phases of the stator – much like the Active Filter control.

2. Field weakening. Just like with the DC Machine, you will reach a speed where the back emf
forces down the stator current. But thanks to the three phase current control, the magnetic
field inducing the back emf can be weakened, and thus the back emf will be lower for that
speed.

Field weakening

Figure 0.1: Current vectors and the iso-torque, iso-voltage, and maximum stator current lines.
(Also see figure 11.10 in the text book)

A certain torque can be achieved by several combinations of stator current components in the x/y-
reference frame. Out of these current combinations, you want to choose the shortest possible, thus
maximizing the “torque/current”-ratio. But when the speed increases the voltage requirements
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also increases and it becomes necessary to move the stator current vector along the “constant
torque line” (the line along which all current vectors produce the same torque) in such a way that
the stator flux linkage and thus the induced voltage is limited.

A particular case is that when Lsx = Lsy, i.e. the reluctance torque contribution is zero.

Figure 0.1 illustrates that the torque is the same independent of the isx-current. The Iso-voltage
curves describe where the stator current must be for constant voltage, and are parts of ellipses with
a radius that shrinks as the speed increases. To run the machine into high speed with constant
torque it is necessary to force the current vector into the 2’nd (or 3’rd at negative torques) quadrant
along the “Iso”-torque curve with the particular desired torque, until the current limit is reached.
In this particular case it means that the isy-current (that produces torque) is kept constant, but
the isx-current is increased along the negative x-axis. When the current limit is reached, the
isy-current has to be reduced accordingly to stay within the current limit.

Report requirements

Report requirements are given more thoroughly in the DC Machine home assignment manual. In
short:

• Submit via email and attach your report as a PDF file, with the file name starting with
PMSM Yourlastname.

• You must submit your home assignment report to be allowed to do the lab. The first report
does not have to be perfect, but you should have made honest attempts to complete all
tasks.

• Please submit your report three days before your lab session, to give yourself a chance to
make changes if the first version does not meet the requirements for you to be allowed to do
the lab.

• One report per student.

• Anything unclear will be explained during the lab.

• You will receive your feedback after the labs are over.

• Try to finish all your feedback corrections before the exam for earlier Ladok results, or before
the end of the summer to avoid having to redo the lab next year.

• There are no lab report for these labs, only the home assignment reports.

1 Theoretical questions

Answer these two questions in your report.

1.1 Braking power

In the lab, the PMSM will be run with a resistance connected to the DC Machine will be braking.
Remember:

P = Tω

Assuming the machine has no reluctance torque (Lmx = Lmy), the produced torque is proportional
to the y-axis stator current:

T = isyΨPM

What relation can you find between the y-axis stator current, the speed and the braking load
resistance?
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1.2 Field weakening

Since the y-axis stator current decides the torque, y-axis stator voltage is of great interest. Most
of the equation for that (eq 11.3 in the book) you will recognize from the DC Machine control.
But there is an extra part with the x-axis stator current. What useful effect does isx have on the
system?

2 Vector control

First you need to control the current vectors. The current control of a PMSM is almost identical
to the one used for vector control of a generic three phase load. Use the program PMSM1.mdl
to recognize the control system you studied in vector control of a generic three phase load and
applied to active filter control.

Figure 2.1: Top level of PMSM1.

These blocks are the PIE and Hysteresis current controllers. Use the switch in the middle
to choose controller. Set the current reference steps with the blocks to the far left.

This block is the modulator. Symmetrized modulation will be used in these simulations.

This is the converter.

This block contains a model of the PMSM. The voltage references are converted to d- and
q-axis signals and from them all the out signals are calculated.

The parameters you will need during the simulation are: (Copy and insert into Matlab console)

>> Rs = 0.5;

>> p = 6;

>> Lsx = 0.003;

>> Lsy = 0.003;

>> Psim = 0.16;

>> Udc = 250;

>> J = 0.02;

>> di = 1;

>> Ts = 0.0002083;

>> Ismax = 15;

Run the following cases to 0.2 seconds and present the following for each case:

• A screenshot of the “Currents” (found in “Visualize”).

• Your answer to the questions for each case respectively:
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– Case 1: The x-axis current is disturbed when the y-axis current changes fast. Why is
that?

– Case 2: The x-axis current is not disturbed in this case. How come?

– Case 3: The controller does not manage to keep y-axis current perfectly centered around
the reference anymore. Why is that?

– Case 4: How can you solve the problem in case 3? The controller needs some needs
updates. Make the necessary changes to the magenta colored part of the
PI-controller block. Show a screenshot of your solution and explain why it works.

Case Current reference Controller settings Machine settings
2.1

isx∗ = 0 A
isy∗ = 0 to 10 A at 0.005 s
isy∗ = 10 to 5 A at 0.05 s

Sampled
-

2.2 Direct
2.3 Sampled

Moment of inertia (J) divided by 10.
2.4 Upgraded sampled

3 Field weakening

Use the program PMSM2.

To allow acceleration to high speeds, we need to simulate about 2 seconds of real time. This takes
far too long time unless you have a very fast computer, so in order to speed up the simulation
we replace the PWM-modulated voltage source with a continuous one. The continuous voltage
source sets an output voltage equal to the voltage reference, which will be constant during the
sampling interval. It is the switching that is difficult for the simulation program to resolve exactly
in time, and that is why the simulation is rather slow. By removing the switching, the simulation
runs much faster even though we run it for longer simulation times, as you will see with PMSM2.

Run the following cases for 2 seconds and present the following:

• A screenshot of “Currents and speed” for both cases.

• Your answer to each question respectively:

– Case 3.1: We are gradually losing the current after 1.5 seconds. Why?

– Case 3.2:

∗ Implement field weakening to the model. Either build a more advanced version
in the intended block, or find another way of proving that the concept of field
weakening enables higher speeds.

∗ Show a screenshot of your solution, information about what values you used that
are not obvious from the screenshot, and an explanation on how it works.

∗ How much could you increase the speed?

∗ Optional: How could you improve your implementation further?

Case References and settings
3.1 isy∗ = 0 to 10 A at 0.005 s
3.2 Like 3.2 but with your field weakening implementation

3.3 Theory question - Current limitation

In the model, a functionality to limit the current reference is added. Why is this important?
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3.4 Theory question - Maximum speed

Assume no friction, load or mechanical restraints: How far could we take field weakening? What
amount of current would we need to do this?
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